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The acclaimed, best-selling Japanese grammar dictionary series now complete! A Dictionary of

Advanced Japanese Grammar, the third volume in the widely-acclaimed, bestselling Japanese

grammar dictionary series, is designed to introduce students of Japanese to advanced-level

Japanese grammar expressions and help them deepen their understanding of the critical and subtle

differences in meaning and usage between the target expressions and other synonymous

expressions. Following the same format as the previously published volumes, A Dictionary of Basic

Japanese Grammar and A Dictionary of Intermediate Japanese Grammar, the book offers

approximately 230 Japanese grammar items that are believed to be highly important for students

striving to master advanced-level Japanese and also for instructors who teach Japanese at that

level. This book is especially useful when reading advanced-level materials such as newspapers,

professional journals, technical/business/legal documents, academic papers, and literature.
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The acclaimed, best-selling Japanese grammar dictionary series now complete! A Dictionary of

Advanced Japanese Grammar, the third volume in the widely-acclaimed, bestselling Japanese

grammar dictionary series, is designed to introduce students of Japanese to advanced-level

Japanese grammar expressions and help them deepen their understanding of the critical and subtle

differences in meaning and usage between the target expressions and other synonymous

expressions. Following the same format as the previously published volumes, A Dictionary of Basic



Japanese Grammar and A Dictionary of Intermediate Japanese Grammar, the book offers

approximately 230 Japanese grammar items that are believed to be highly important for students

striving to master advanced-level Japanese and also for instructors who teach Japanese at that

level. This book is especially useful when reading advanced-level materials such as newspapers,

professional journals, technical/business/legal documents, academic papers, and literature.

With this and the previous basic and intermediate books I have gotten more Japanese grammar

learned more thoroughly than any regular textbook ever did. These books are INDISPENSABLE.

Fantastic. Well worth the money. I cannot praise them enough.

An excellent way to learn tricky difference in japanese language, easy to understand and well

explained

Product arrived promptly and in great condition. The book contains a wealth of grammar. A must

have for any intermediate or higher level student of Japanese. The example sentences can't be

beat. And if you're a huge nerd for this stuff like me every page will make you giddy.

This text will, admittedly, be challenging to use IF your proficiency in Japanese has yet to have

reached the point to where you can fully digest the material within its pages properly. If it is

sufficient, however, you will NOT find a more comprehensive and useful text on the U.S. market for

beginning about the challenging process of acquiring a strong understanding of "advanced"

Japanese grammar. I purchased my copy when it first hit the shelves in Japan and still reference it

today. It is a fantastically well-done work of scholarship!I do not make this assertion lightly. I have

taken and passed Grade 1 (1 kyuu) of the Japanese Language Proficiency Test and enjoyed the

great blessing of having had been able to have had trained in Japanese (the school's first language)

at the Defense Language Institute in beautiful Monterey, California, (Where I, incidentally, earned

my first degree and became a DOD-certified Japanese linguist).Please remember. . . Japanese is

not like Spanish or French. It takes a VERY considerable investment of time, effort, and personal

treasure (or, if you live a charmed life, that of your sponsor) to acquire a functional proficiency in

it--still more, for a working proficiency. Don't rush it. Just as you have to go through the basics in

mathematics before graduating into algebra and beyond, so too, must you in your language studies

(all the more, if that language happens to be Japanese, Korean, Arabic, Pashto, or Chinese!). If you

try to hit the highway too soon, you will likely wipe yourself out. (You could become discouraged or,



worse still, get into the habit of speaking atrociously bad Japanese, because you haven't properly

mastered the basics yet.)

Seiichi Makino is God. I have never had so much fun reading a dictionary. BUY. Nice to see

Romanji go away. I want a signed, hard-bound edition!

heavy on the "journalist" end of the language, otherwise, excellent.

I found this one and the rest of the set not so user friendly at first but after getting into it and getting

to understand how it is set up, you can find what you are looking for but still some things needed

more explanation because of ambiguity in the English language.

Excellent Book for Japanese Grammar. Well, one could ask why I am writing a review in English?
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